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W ith more than 6.8 million people residing in an area of about 1,100 square kilometres, Hong Kong is among

the densest cities in the world. How Hong Kong people live has always been a fascination for foreigners.

Our city has evolved into an amazing web of towering skyscrapers, highways, bridges and railroads that

form an ever evolving and energetic metropolis.

But behind the bright lights and the city facade lurks a daunting problem. Like all major cities in the world, Hong

Kong faces a challenge in managing its sustainability and environmental issues: waste management, sewage and water

treatment and lack of landfill areas, to name but a few. It is all a part of living in a bustling city that never sleeps.

Concern over our environment, especially related to air pollution, has been expressed not only by environmental

protection groups, but the Government. Chief Executive Tung Chee-hwa has highlighted again in his recent policy

speech the importance of devoting resources to environmental protection. Politicians, non-governmental agencies,

businessmen and citizens of Hong Kong are united on a single front, to ensure that Hong Kong’s future does not

simply lies in becoming a thriving international financial centre, but also a clean and healthy place for all its citizens.

Industrialised countries, such as the US and UK, have long established an environmental protection industry. This

industry possesses professionals and academics to develop technologies and management skills in serving business

and government sectors in environmental care. Demand for talents in this field is on the rise as global concern for the

environment reaches new heights.

The Hong Kong Polytechnic Unviesity is at the forefront of this trend in Asia. The University has taken a proactive

role in ensuring Hong Kong’s future as a sustainable mega-city by establishing the region’s first Research Centre for

Urban Environmental Technology and Management (RCUETM). The goal of the Centre is to become Asia’s hub for

environmental research and education.

There are several objectives of the RCUETM. Under the aegis of the Department of Civil and Structural Engineering,

the Centre will integrate the department’s existing strengths in environmental engineering and management. Academics

are one of the few groups who have the valuable opportunities to carry out application-oriented research that can be

used by industries to combat environmental damage and pollution. The Centre will also take an interdisciplinary

approach, bringing together engineers and other professionals in developing courses for life-long learning and

fostering an exchange of information with others around the world.
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The team behind the scene:
the RCUETM strong force
helps make Hong Kong a
better place.

In July this year Professor Nigel Graham was appointed to the post of Chair Professor

of Environmental Engineering, and in his position, he will head the RCUETM, comprising a

total of 16 staff members. Speaking from his office overlooking the cross-harbour tunnel,

Prof. Graham has lofty aspirations to turn the RCUETM into the driving force behind Asia’s

environmental industry.

“Hong Kong faces the same problems as other big cities, the lack of land means we

have to solve our sustainability problem,” Prof. Graham said. “The only difference is that

we are facing these problems sooner than other places because of our acute shortage of

land.”

However, Prof. Graham praises Hong Kong’s governmental departments for taking

sound action. “I have spoken with officials from the Environmental Protection Department

and they know the problems and are on the right course.”

Having been a professor at London’s Imperial College and with extensive experience of

environmental problems in many countries, Prof. Graham is brimming with enthusiasm and

ideas for the RCUETM. He feels that university centres like this possess the best of both

worlds.

“A university is a reservoir of knowledge. We can collaborate with the government and

the private sector by carrying out consultancy work for them,” said Prof. Graham, who

wears the facilitator’s hat for new environmental technologies. “Our knowledge, passed

through to business and industry, can be put into practice.”

The immediate objectives of the RCUETM are to consolidate the University’s pool of

expertise and to promote interdisciplinary projects. Prof. Graham hopes that this Centre

will not only become the region’s most comprehensive research facility, but to find its

rightful place among the world’s best. “I plan to encourage more collaboration and

exchange between our researchers and international experts. Though a number of the

University’s professors are trained abroad from time to time, I hope to see more of that.”

Among the varied research interests pursued at the RCUETM are indoor air quality,

odour, traffic pollution, waste control technology and management, water quality, and

water and wastewater treatment. Staff of the RCUETM run the University’s atmospheric
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research station at the south-eastern tip of Hong Kong which monitors air pollution

in eastern Asia, in collaboration with international organisations (including NASA). In

recent months grave concern over Hong Kong’s air pollution problem has been

made clear by the public and private sectors. Air pollution indices have reached an

all time high and health officials have warned of potential health risks and problems.

Although Hong Kong faces an acute problem with auto emissions and other

forms of outdoor air pollution, indoor air quality is an equally significant area worth

attention. The RCUETM has established the Indoor Air Group, engaging in the

pursuit of “Healthy Buildings, Healthy People”. The team has already conducted

several consultancy projects for Cathay Pacific Airways, and various indoor

environments (shopping malls, restaurants, schools, offices, residential homes) have

also been investigated for air quality.
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The equipment is for analysis of toxic air pollutants.

One of the research projects being
undertaken at the Centre. The balloon is
ready to be released for ozone analysis.
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Dr Lee Shun-cheng, Associate Professor of the Department of Civil and Structural

Engineering, stresses the importance of indoor air quality. “Many of us spend most of our

days indoors in the office, up to 12 hours for some,” Dr Lee said. “Indoor air pollutants can

severely affect our health.”

Sophisticated equipment, such as the Indoor Air Quality Emission Chamber for sampling

and analytical purposes, has enabled the team to successfully carry out the research and

consultancy projects. Dr Lee feels that with the set up of the RCUETM, resources can be

put together to provide turnkey solutions for corporations and industries.

The work performed by the Indoor Air Group is an example of collaboration between

academia and industry that Prof. Graham hopes to promote more. “To solve our problems

we need to look at the environment as a whole,” he said.

To further encourage this active exchange, PolyU recently organised a regional workshop

to discuss one of the most pressing environmental problems facing Hong Kong today. The

Better Air Quality: Motor Vehicle Control and Technology Workshop 2000 (BAQ), held in

September, was officiated by the Chief Executive Tung Chee-hwa and saw attendees from

the Government, industry giants and academics worldwide.

The three-day workshop was divided into nine sessions, with discussions on various

pollution subjects including Emissions Control in China, In-use Vehicle Testing Technology,

Transport Policy and Planning, and Sharing of Experience – targeted at trade representatives.
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Dr Hung Wing-tat, Assistant Professor of the same Department and Chairman of the

BAQ, expressed that the success of the workshop was due to the frank and open attitude

of all participants. “We had a positive atmosphere because we were all working towards

a common goal: to find a solution for the acute problem of air pollution.”

Dr Hung also felt that the international panel of participants was essential. In attendance

were representatives from the SAR’s Environmental Protection Department, the California

Air Research Board, Inha University in Korea, the Chinese Academy of Sciences and New

York State Department of Environmental Conservation, among others. “We had academics

from Beijing, Singapore and New York, and were able to get a lot of information about

how other cities are progressing in this respect,” he said. “The international dialogue is

important; we invited people who are at the forefront of their respective industries.”

One of the achievements of the BAQ, according to Dr Hung, was “threading the

needle”. “All of us can just sit around and talk but by getting together we are pitching our

resources to find solutions,” Dr Hung said. At the conclusion of the workshop, all

participants were given briefing notes on the workshop so they could easily perform

follow-up work.

The response was so favourable that Dr Hung thinks there is more in the pipeline.

“We are planning to continue hosting the BAQ every two years, and possibly turning it

into an important regional event.”

According to Dr Hung, the work is never done. “Hong Kong is taking a proactive

approach in developing ways to better the environment, but we are still a bit behind the

US and the European Union,” he said. “We are all in this together.”

The University has
recently launched a
new feature on its
website about
environment-related
research projects.

Traffic air sample analysis in the Air Laboratory.
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The BAQ workshop has enjoyed great success in
bringing local and overseas experts to discuss
possible solutions for better, cleaner air.
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CE says …
• My government fully understands that it is no good having a hugely

successful economy if we do not have a commensurate quality of life
which includes clear air, fresh water, and a green and healthy living
environment.

• Nowadays, a world-class business environment means more than just
providing the institutions and physical infrastructure needed for business
to flourish in an open and corruption-free system. Nowadays, as much
emphasis is being placed on the state of the environment as much as on
the state of the economy.

• Controlling vehicle emissions is an important component of the
government’s comprehensive programme to improve the air quality in
Hong Kong. To curtail the two major pollutants in vehicle exhausts, we set
a target to reduce nitrogen oxides emissions by 30% by the end of 2005
and to  cu t  par t i cu la te
emissions by 80% by that
time.

• We have begun a programme
to replace our 18,000 diesel
taxis with those that run on
cleaner liquefied petroleum
gas. We are encouraging
fas te r  rep lacement  by
providing a one-off grant of
$40,000 for each diesel taxi
that is replaced. There are
now 1,400 LPG taxis on the
road but we expect a much
sharper increase in the
coming few months as more
LPG filling stations come on
line.

• From next week, we begin a
programme to retrofit particulate traps on the 42,000 pre-Euro light diesel
vehicles in Hong Kong. We will launch a similar retrofitting programme for
pre-Euro heavy diesel vehicles after trials to identify catalytic converters
best suited to Hong Kong driving conditions.

• In July, Hong Kong became the first city in Asia to introduce ultra-low
sulphur diesel. A concessionary duty was levied on the fuel to make it
price-competitive with the normal diesel on the market at that time. Within
a month all 160 petrol stations were selling this new fuel instead of the
older type diesel.

• In order to better co-ordinate inter-departmental efforts to improve air
quality, a Task Force chaired by the Secretary for the Environment and
Food was established in May. In addition to overseeing the implementation
of measures announced in last year’s Policy Address, which were many,
the Task Force will investigate further practicable measures that can be
taken to tackle air pollution problems even more comprehensively.

Extracted from CE’s speech at the BAQ opening ceremony on 18 September.
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